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		William Walton (1902–1983) Five Bagatelles
1 I. Allegro
2 II. Lento
3 III. Alla cubana
4 IV.
5 V. Con slancio

[4: 12]
[3:06]
[2:28]
[1:47]
[2:23]

		Lennox Berkeley (1903–1989) Sonatina for Guitar Op. 52/1
6 I. Allegretto
7 II. Lento
8 III. Rondo: Allegro non troppo

[5:29]
[3:59]
[3:37]

9

John Dowland (1563–1626) Praeludium[1: 21]

10

John Dowland Forlorn Hope Fancy[4: 01]

11

John Dowland Fantasia[4:17]

		Malcolm Arnold (1921–2006) Fantasy for Guitar Op. 107
12 I. Prelude
13 II. Scherzo
14 III. Arietta 1
15 IV. Fughetta
16 V. Arietta 2
17 VI. March
18 VII. Postlude

[1:21]
[2:52]
[2:03]
[1:11]
[1:40]
[1:41]
[1:12]

		Benjamin Britten (1913–1976) Nocturnal after John Dowland Op. 70
19 I. Musingly (Meditativo)
20 II. Very agitated (Molto agitato)
21 III. Restless (Inquieto)
22 IV. Uneasy (Ansioso)
23 V. March-like (Quasi una Marcia)
24 VI. Dreaming (Sognante)
25 VII. Gently rocking (Cullante)
26 VIII. Passacaglia
27 IX. Slow and quiet (Molto tranquillo)

[2:15]
[0:47]
[1:26]
[ 1:21]
[ 1:31]
[ 1:51]
[ 1: 11]
[4:34]
[2:39]

		Total playing time
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Notes on the music
A programme of beautifully constructed,
virtuosic, idiomatic and refined music for
classical guitar is something we might
cheerfully take for granted in 2017. The
repertoire, although considerably smaller than
that of some other instruments, is remarkably
well served by twentieth- and twenty-firstcentury composers, who have been eager
to meld their own musical language with the
particular sonic potential of the guitar.
Yet this is a relatively new state of affairs.
When Julian Bream began to learn the guitar in
1945, at the age of 12, his instrument was – in
his own words – ‘held in almost total disregard
by lovers of serious music’. Furthermore,
there was little in the way of a home-grown
guitar tradition: Spanish musicians were the
best known, and proud of it – for example
Francisco Tárrega, the man who developed
the modern playing style and also remarked
that ‘the guitar in the hands of an Englishman
is almost blasphemy’. Nonetheless, Bream’s
entrepreneurial father Harry was determined
that, as his son had taken so strongly to the
instrument, he should pursue a career with it,
defying convention and national stereotyping.
This he went on to do: exploring old repertoire,
and energising a whole generation of British
composers along the way. Other than the
Dowland pieces, all of the works on this
recording were inspired, performed, edited
and (most of them) recorded by Julian Bream;

they are a tribute to his enthusiasm and
championing of the guitar in the twentieth
century, encouraging composers to escape
the bonds of mere pastiche of Spanish
music and explore new musical avenues.
Sean Shibe, so successfully shaping his own
career as a solo guitarist, grew up surrounded
by the compositions recorded here and
acknowledges that while his instrument is a
hard one to write for, these composers had the
experience and also the humility to learn its
complexities from scratch.
Bream was also a pioneer in the performance
of early music which, again, has considerably
expanded the repertoire for contemporary
performers: he learnt the lute alongside the
guitar, and performed Dowland’s works to
great acclaim in the early 1950s. His duets with
Peter Pears in Dowland’s songs encouraged
composers – including Britten and Walton –
to write works for voice and guitar.
John Dowland had grand ambitions for the
lute, and had aimed to publish a great ‘Worke,
touching the Art of Lute-playing’. Unfortunately
he did not achieve this: according to the New
Grove Dictionary, his 100 or so lute solos
survive mainly in prints and manuscripts
‘of more or less uncertain provenance’. Yet
the body of work as a whole includes some
remarkable and meticulously crafted examples
of English contrapuntal writing that were to

have a great influence on Britten in particular.
Dowland combined a rigorous and organised
contrapuntal style with a profound melancholy,
finding its expression in minor keys (as in the
brief and poignant Praeludium) and a sinewy
chromaticism, often in a descending bass line.
In Forlorn Hope Fancy a six-note chromatic
descent forms the basis of the counterpoint,
starting either on G or D, and retaining its
steadfast patterns underneath much virtuosity
and elaboration above. The Fantasia, by
contrast, is in E major, and weaves a lengthy
and complex counterpoint around the initial
fugue subject, which is heard in several
voices. The ‘fantasia’ aspect takes over from
a strict adherence to the fugue, although the
subject makes modified appearances, for
example varied as a syncopated rhythm, or
with its general contours emerging in the bass
line. The final section dances along in 12/8,
referencing the fugue subject largely through
its jaunty major thirds and final stepwise
descent onto a jubilant E major chord.
Britten infused his Nocturnal with Dowland’s
music, choosing to follow – as he so often did
– an English tradition. The other composers
represented here, while retaining their English
styles, borrow here and there from the guitar’s
Spanish heritage; if they occasionally teeter
towards pastiche, it is at the same time held at
a kind of quizzical remove within their sharperedged twentieth-century British idiom.

Malcolm Arnold wrote his Fantasy for Guitar
in 1971, having already gained considerable
experience with the guitar: his list of works
by then included a well-regarded concerto,
composed for Bream in 1959, and the
Serenade for Guitar and Strings from four years
earlier. (Bream had been extremely impressed
by Arnold’s quick adoption of the guitar idiom:
he seems to have composed the Serenade in
three days flat.)
The short movements of the Fantasy (only
two of them topping two minutes) fan out
from a central boisterous Fughetta, which
is immediately flanked by two gentle Arietta
movements, both imbued with Arnold’s flair
for heart-melting melody. The Prelude (along
with its companion Postlude) and Scherzo have
a discernibly Spanish flavour, full of extrovert
gesture and insistent tremolandi. The militaristic
March comes complete with snare drum effect
(overlapping strings combining to imitate, very
successfully, the sound of the drum), with
Arnold here exploiting the guitar’s percussive
potential. Despite being, as Sean Shibe has
remarked, fragmentary in some ways, the
Fantasy nevertheless has an overall coherence
and is as satisfying to play as to listen to, not
least because of Arnold’s ability to fuse humour
and a great humanity into his art.
Sonatina for Guitar, composed by Lennox
Berkeley in 1957, is in a more conventional
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‘classical’ form. The first movement is
winningly melodic and lilting, and more or less
in sonata form. The slow second movement
does not set out so obviously to charm: it is
tonally ambiguous and enigmatic, yet at the
same time has a mellow, surprisingly woozy
character. The finale is a loose rondo, bustling
with syncopation at the start, then easing
into a seductive second theme. The bustling
energy returns, interspersed with passages
more reflective of the slow movement. The
Sonatina is one of the best known and most
recorded of Berkeley’s works, and represents
the composer’s idiomatic and elegant style;
as Peter Dickinson suggests (in The Music
of Lennox Berkeley), the guitar ideally suited
Berkeley’s restrained musical and personal
temperament. As with the other modern
works here, it was written for Bream, and first
performed by him in March 1958.
By strange coincidence, three of the
composers – Britten, Arnold and Berkeley –
wrote their guitar works in or near their fiftieth
year. William Walton was older – approaching
70 – when he composed his Five Bagatelles
in 1971, but they were presented as a gift
to Malcolm Arnold for his fiftieth birthday.
Over ten years earlier, in 1960, Walton had
composed a song cycle, Anon. in Love for
voice and guitar, inspired by the Pears–Bream
partnership. Bream had given Walton his usual
tutorial on writing for the guitar, providing

the fingerboard, and offering tips on range
and colour and also on notation; and he had
been angling for a solo work. Eventually the
Five Bagatelles emerged, but during the
composition of the ‘Bags’, as he termed them,
Walton experienced great self-doubt, writing
to Arnold ‘I’m beginning to have cold feet about
dedicating the Bagatelles to you – I don’t think
they are good enough or worthy enough for
you …’ He self-deprecatingly added that the
opening of the first one – six notes on the open
strings – will just sound like the player ‘tuning
the bloody thing up’. Later on, however, he
conceded they were ‘rather good’, and they
have come to win a consistent place in the
guitar repertoire (they were the first substantial
pieces Sean Shibe worked on when he was
studying Music at college). They are, as
Michael Kennedy writes, ‘among Walton’s
most piquant and delightful miniatures’,
only a few minutes each, yet managing to
thoroughly explore the guitar’s range of
sounds and styles within each individuated
section. This is particularly so in the central
three movements, which tend slightly towards
flamenco pastiche in their overall character,
and more specifically in the use, in ‘Alla
cubana’, of tambura (a strike against the bass
strings on the upper part of the fingerboard).
Benjamin Britten, in his Nocturnal after
John Dowland, avoids entirely all aspects of
pastiche. It is both a tribute to and ‘reflection’

on Dowland, but is also a self-reflective work,
combining a number of his own compositional
preoccupations. He wrote it in 1963 and it is
among a collection of works concerned with
sleep and the often disturbing properties
of dreams: it follows his 1960 opera A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Night Piece
(Notturno) from earlier in 1963, and the song
Um Mitternacht from 1962; but it perhaps
most closely resembles the 1958 song cycle
Nocturne in which a sleeper encounters a richly
vivid and at times terrifying sequence of dream
imagery. Nocturnal is not programmatic in this
way, but its restless pursuit of the Dowland air
‘Come, heavy sleep’ – not heard until the final
movement – conjures up an insomniac subject,
willing itself to the solace of unconsciousness.
Britten remarked in 1969 that ‘the Nocturnal
which I wrote for Julian Bream also has some
very, to me, disturbing images in it … inspired
by … the Dowland song, which of course itself
has very strange undertones in it.’
The delayed gratification of the ‘disturbing’
Dowland air via the presentation beforehand
of several variations is a device Britten had
used in 1950 in his Lachrymae, also based on
Dowland – and theme and variations was very
much a favoured device of this composer.
In Nocturnal, each movement leading up to
the final appearance of the air incorporates a
distorted version of either the melodic line or
features of its accompaniment, never allowing

the listener or performer much in the way
of repose. As Paul Kildea writes, Nocturnal
is a piece ‘which dashes and dives along the
fingerboard, evoking a strange and alluring
netherworld somewhere between Elizabethan
England and the moon-drunk poet in
Schoenberg’s Pierrot lunaire’; and the Dowland
text entreats ‘sleep’ to rescue the sleeper from
‘these rebels in my breast,/Whose waking
fancies doth my mind affright’.
In the first movement, for example,
fragments come and go, both from the air’s
tune and its accompaniment, whereas in
the fifth movement – a march – the chordal
accompaniment from the air is repeated
obsessively throughout, under an inverted
version of the air. In the other movements,
there is little repose to be found among the
moto perpetuo of the second, the rhythmic
ambiguity of the third and the restless, flurried
tremolandi of the fourth. The sixth movement,
entitled ‘Dreaming’, is characterised by open
strings and harmonics which give eerie echoes
to the iterations of the melody. The final
variation before the theme is an expansive
passacaglia – yet another favourite device of
Britten’s – which comprises here a repeated
figure descending from middle C to the E
below. Above, the melodic fragments are
increasingly at odds harmonically with the
ground bass so that the dialogic quality set
up at the start sounds increasingly like an
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argument. As so often, Britten has a largescale tonal plan and the ground bass’s insistent
progress towards E eventually encourages
the harmony towards E major, the key of
Dowland’s air (and the solo Fantasia). It is
then played complete – almost. The second
melody of the air, which should be repeated
(and has never been repeated in any of the
previous variations) fades out towards the end

Biography
as – presumably – the sleeper finds oblivion:
‘O come, sweet Sleep, come or I die for ever;/
Come ere my last sleep comes, or come never.’
© 2017 Lucy Walker
Lucy Walker is Director of Public Programming
and Learning at the Britten‑Pears Foundation,
based at The Red House in Aldeburgh.

Born in Edinburgh in 1992 of English and
Japanese heritage, Sean studied at the
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland and with the
inspirational Paolo Pegoraro in Italy. In 2012 he
became the first guitarist to be selected for the
BBC Radio 3 New Generation Artists scheme,
and the only solo guitarist to be awarded a
Borletti-Buitoni Trust Fellowship. He was
selected by Young Classical Artists Trust
(London) in 2015.
Sean has given recitals at major venues
and festivals throughout Europe including
Wigmore Hall and the Heidelberger-Frühling,
Festspiele Mecklenburg-Vorpommern,
Bath International, Cambridge Summer and
Aldeburgh festivals. Further afield he has
attended the Marlboro Summer Music Festival
& Academy in the USA (on the invitation
of Mitsuko Uchida). In 2016 he recorded
solo works by Sir Peter Maxwell Davies for
Linn Records as part of a Scottish Chamber
Orchestra disc, and a compilation of his
recordings was the featured cover disc for
BBC Music Magazine.
Engagements during 2016/17 include recitals
at Wigmore Hall, Saffron Hall, the Three
Palaces Festival in Malta, the Cumnock
Tryst, Northern Chords and Newbury Spring
festivals, and a tour of China. He also brings
together acoustic and electric guitars, ancient

and modern traditions in his new project
softLOUD, which premieres at the East Neuk
Festival, followed by a week’s residency at the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe. In 2018 he will make
his debut at the Musashino Cultural Foundation
Hall in Tokyo and the Laeiszhalle in Hamburg.
As a concerto soloist Sean has appeared
with the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra,
Scottish Chamber Orchestra, BBC National
Orchestra of Wales and BBC Symphony
Orchestra performing Rodrigo’s Concierto de
Aranjuez and Fantasía para un Gentilhombre,
the Malcolm Arnold and Villa-Lobos concertos,
and recording Takemitsu’s To the Edge of
Dream. Sean also has a great affinity with
chamber music and song, and has collaborated
with the BBC Singers, Danish String Quartet,
cellist Isang Enders, harpsichordist Mahan
Esfahani and singers Ben Johnson, Robert
Murray and Robin Tritschler.
His awards include the Royal Over-Seas
League First Prize and Gold Medal (2011), Ivor
Mairants Guitar Award (2009), a Dewar Arts
and D’Addario endorsement. He is grateful for
support from the Hattori Trust.
@seanstshibe
www.seanshibe.com

Also available on Delphian
Britten: Suites for Solo Cello
Philip Higham

Valentin Silvestrov: Piano Sonatas
Simon Smith

DCD34125

DCD34151

Britten’s collaboration with Mstislav Rostropovich from 1960 inspired
a whole series of masterworks. Among them are these three suites for
solo cello, written as a conscious homage to those of Bach. The first
can be seen as a coda to the War Requiem, the second as a snapshot of
a lifetime of musical obsessions, and the third as both reaching back to
much earlier works and suffused with Russian melody. Higham brings
both vigour and a deep intelligence to this remarkable music.

Following his acclaimed recording of Alfred Schnittke’s complete
piano music, Simon Smith turns his attention to Schnittke’s nearcontemporary, the Ukrainian composer Valentin Silvestrov. Smith’s
precision and technical agility make him the ideal choice for this first
survey to focus on the 1970s – an important period in the formation
of Silvestrov’s later style. The Classical Sonata is an ostensibly
Mozartian work in which nothing is quite as it seems, while its three
numbered successors provide further glimpses into Silvestrov’s unique
relationship with memory and the past. Concluding the disc, the short
Nostalghia represents the mature Silvestrov, with its yearning melodic
fragments and complex emotional undertow.

‘expansive but tender playing … Higham revels in the glorious sound’
— Gramophone, March 2013, EDITOR’S CHOICE
‘There’s nowhere to hide in these three solo suites – but why hide
a technique as assured, a musical imagination as finely attuned to
Britten’s expression, or a Tecchler cello sound as burnished and
wonderfully textured as this?’
— BBC Music Magazine, May 2013, INSTRUMENTAL CHOICE

‘a magical quality that is almost unique in contemporary music …
engagingly performed and atmospherically recorded’
— BBC Music Magazine, October 2015

Gaspar Sanz: La Preciosa
Gordon Ferries

Eddie McGuire: Entangled Fortunes
Red Note Ensemble

DCD34036

DCD34157

Gordon Ferries visits the music of seventeenth-century Spain’s
fiery streets. It was a time when the five-course guitar engendered
a sense of abject horror in the morally inclined on account of its
associations with popular ballads, taverns, criminality, sensuality and
in particular with dancing. Ferries evokes the period with panache and
breathtakingly virtuosic flair.

Eddie McGuire is one of Scotland’s greatest living composers. A
renaissance man, his compositional voice is informed by a broad wealth
of cultural experience and by an unlimited melodic creativity. In this
intensely beautiful and unpretentious music, folk-like tunes appear
naturally, taking their place in a world of invention large enough to
contain minimalist gestures, intense romanticism, meditative silence
and sudden drama. Red Note Ensemble bring passion and care to this
music – a token of the regard in which McGuire is held by Scottish
musicians of all generations.

‘Sanz’s music exudes Spanish fire from every pore’
— Early Music Review, December 2005
‘crisp, stylish, and fun. This is a disc to listen to again and again’
— Early Music America, Spring 2006

‘Red Note is the ideal ensemble to champion McGuire’s folk-rich music’
— The Guardian, July 2015

DCD34193

